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RELATIONS WITH THE EUROPEAN T'NION
STOC KH OLM S SYND RO lviE ?
The Belgian daily newspaper "Le Soir" this month raised
question,
whether EU enlargement is not on its way to
the
becoming another victim of the Stockholm's Slmdrome.
lnt973, during a bank robbery in Stockholm, four people
were taken hostage. After several days, the hostages sided with
their kidnapers. This is what psychologists call the "Stockholm
Syndrome". EU enlargement in central and eastern Europe has
become the major moral and geo'political imperative in the
Union. Will the, so carefully, but also so delicately constructed,
Union's structure survive the adaptation to more than Z) countries? Will it bear the costs? The EFTA countries, when attempting to join the Twelve, claimed full respect for the Union's policies.
Theygave full support to the common security and foreign policy
despite their neutrality. Since thebeginning of this yearwhen they
become members, things changed.
The argument goes that, to assure ratificationin 1992 of the
Maastricht Treaty, the EU avoided debate on transformation and
accepted that the EU of 15 could function in the same way as the
EU of 12. However, the diffsrences in opinions about policies
increase with the number of members. Already the UK won a full
nopt-out" from the social protocol and together with the Danes
also obtained derogations from the single currency and from an
eventual sommon defence policy. [t is clear that to integrate the
new accession candidate countries would be more diflicult than
was the case for the EFTA countries. Also some of the new
candidates already question (and declare unacceptable) some of
the principles and policies which the Union has built up. In this
matter, they are finding support from generally the same EU
members. What will happen during the IGC- a new Stockholm
Syndrome?
The Belgian paper recalls the "hard-core" idea and notes
that in all EU initiatives one alwaln linds the original5 members
andmost of thetime alsothe6th foundingmember, Italy,but rarely
the others. We would like to note, that so far new candidate
countries' accession application memoranda pleaded the acceptance that "widening" shall proceed jointly with "deepening".
Little is yet known about the Czech memorandum which shall be
handpd over in January. There are short-term interests and longterm interests.Avoidance of the Stockholm Syndrome wouldbe of
long-term interest to all.
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HEI} IN RECONSTRUCTION
The EU General Affairs
Council meeting in Lruembourg
on 2 October reflected on
the problem of the rpconstmctlon and economlc rehabilltatlon of the countrles of former Yugoslavla, in the
perspective of the definitive
cessation of hostilities. The

Senior-Representative invested

with power by the Security
Council. The Commission, on
the other hand, proposes that
the Council instructs the Commission to set out the modalities
for coordinating aid. They are the
following:

Humanltarlan Asslstancc:

The Commission, in its
communication to the Council
which applies to all states of

the former Yugoslavia except
Slovenia, stresses the need for continuing humanitarian assistance,
which should remain impartial and

free

of

195

OF FORMERYUGOSI./UA
ObJectlves of Inlernatlonal

Tbe Coordlnatlon of Asslstance:

Support for Roconstruc{lon:

It is clear, however,

that

humanitariad assistance cannot
work alone.The Commission sees
that it is now necessary to consider
other measures in order to create
essential economlc condlllons for
debate was centered around two stable and lastlng peace ln the reglon. A wider effort is needed to
papers.
A European Communica- support the creation of stable and
tion adopted on Tl September economic s)6tems, reconstruction
and secondly a joint letter from and development, and the estabthe German and French Minis- lishment of normal relations
ters. Both Mr. Kinkel and de among dl the states and peoples

Charette plead in favour of
the appointment of a European

15 October

It would be necessary that
the international community at
large, including all the majorworld

powers, contributed, according to

the Communication. The Euro.
pean Unioq the United States,
Japaq the other members of the

OECD, Russia, members of the

Islamic Conference Organisation
and the international financial institutions will all have their contribution to make. Neighbouring
countries of the former Yugoslavia
may also wish to contribute in the
concerned. As the former Yugosla- provision of assistance.
The Commission said it is
via will be moving forwards and
trying to establish a fully fledged prepared to convene an Internamarket system, the objective of an tional Conference when circuminternational effort to support re- stances permit with the aim to
ensure good coordination of interconstruction should thus include:
- the establishment and re- national assistance. It also indiinforcement of democratic politi- cated that all majorpowers includcd institutiong which guarantee lng USA, Russia, Japan, the Isthe rule of law, human rights and lamic countries and including the
international financial institutions
fundamental freedoms
- the reinforcement of civil will have to join in with the effort. It
society, though the strengthening should be accompanied by the establishment of aframework for coof non-governmental bodies
- support for economic sta- ordinating assistance and monitorbilization and transition to fully ing progresg drawing on experiencewith theG?A. This should be
fledged market economies
- the development of the an ad-hoc structure. In its commuprivate sector, especially smaller nication" the Commission states
hrms, and the promotion of invest- that it is readyto make available its
ment
experience both in the provision
- the establishment of nor- and the coordination of assistance.
mal economic relations between

political conditionality.
ofthe conflict
the EU has in fact contributed
Condltlonality:
already ECU1.6bn in short-term the states of the former Yugoslavia
- the rebuilding and modmeasures (essentially food and
However, it is evident that
humanitarian aid) of which ernization of energt, water, transECUlbn has come from ECHO port and telecommunications net- this essentially long-term assistance in reconstructionwould have
(the main donor). The EU conti- works
- the participation of the to carry with it strict conditions.
nues to contribute in association
with other international or ganiza- countries concerned in the open Specific conditions for macro-eoo-

Since the beginning

tions. The continuing commitment

international economic sFtem

nomic assistance, which may be

needed.

tional partners.

beneficiaries:

- the development of trade formulated by the international
of the United Nations High
with the Euro- financial institutions, the providers
Refugees,
the
cooperation
as
and
Commission for
pean
will
be
Union
and
other interna- of assistance should insist that the
principle lield agency,
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- respect the rule of law,
human rights and fundamental
freedoms, including the rights of
minorities
permit the voluntary return
of refugees and displaced persons
- create the conditions for a
functioning market economy
- make a sustained and verifiable effort for disarmament and
the dismantling of war industries
- cooperate fully with the
-
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Trade and Cooperatlon

Agtements:

At the moment, economic
relations between the Union and the
states of the former Yugoslavia,

the

Commissioner responsible
for relationswith Eastern Europe,
Hans van den Broek and the

EU mediator for the

former
Yugoslavia, Carl Bildt. Bosnia's

economic and political reconwith the exception of Slovenia, struction was at the centre of
are based on the European discussions.

Community's agreement with the
The Commission plans to
former Yugoslavia. Negotiations send a task force to Sarajevo in the
have taken place with Croatia for near future to discuss with the
a new trade and cooperation authorities on location practical
International Criminal Tribunal agreement. The communication matters having to do with coofor the former Yugoslavia
now seeks the Council's approval
- establish normal political, to negotiate a network of
economic and cultural relations agreements, designed to reinforce
with the other states of the former the peace process, to strengthen
Yugoslavia.
democracy and the market eco-

peration and international assistance for the countr/s economic
reconstruction as well as assess

the current and future needs in
food aid.

nomy that are adapted to the
Mr Silajdzic insited on
particular circumstances of each the importance of organizing
to humanitarian assistance.
partner.
rapidly, free, democratic elecAssistance from the EU:
tions by universal and direct
Bosnian Prime Minister
suffrage in Bosnia as soon as
Taking into account the
in Brussels:
a global political solution is
found. He emphasized the
decisions of the Cannes European
A Bosnian delegation led need for provisions that
Councilonaid for central and eastSuch conditions do not apply

ern Europe and the Mediterranean by Prime Minister Haris Silajdzic,
region, resouroes will be provided the Deputy Prime Minister and

enable Bosnian refugees (estimated to number 4 million,
for reconstruction under heading Minister of Defence, Mr Prlic and ed.) to participate in elections.
IV of the linancial perspectives. Foreigrr Minister Mr Mohamed The Prime Minister also
Assistance would take the form of Sacirbey, met in Brussels on spoke of the absolute need
grants and loans provided by the 12 October with European Com- to settle the problem of external
EIB and the ERBD.
mission President Jacques Santer, debt.

PIARE AND TACIS DEMrcRACY PROGRAMME
Approval has been given to grant aid to 53
projects submitted by non-governmental organisations under the Phare and Tacis Democracy Programme.23 Projects in the Countries of Central and
Eastern Europe and2l projects in the NIS,9 interregional projects are to receive a total of ECU
3,854,974ftom the Phare budget and a total of ECU
3,857,905 ECUS from the Tacis budget.
The Democracy Programme, which is based
on an initiative of the European Parliament, seeks to

1995

Areas of activity include parliamentary practice
and organization; transparency of public administration and public management; development of NGOs
and representative structures; independent, pluralistic
and responsible media; awareness buildingand education, promoting and monitoring human rights,; civilian
monitoring of security structures; and minority rights,
equal opportunities and non-discrimination practices.
Examples of projects supported include;
- the production by the Helsinki Foundation for
support the activities and efforts of non-governmen- Human Rights of six films and audiovisual teaching
tal bodies promoting a stable open society and good aids on; The court system;Administrative courts; The
governance and focuses support on the diflicult or ombudsman and Constitutional courts; NGOs and a
unpopular aspects of political reform and democratic free press; The European Convention on Human
practice, where local advocacy bodies are weak and Rights; and the UN system.
where professional expertise is particularly lacking.
(coilirut da,Nge4)
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for the

Russian Federation. To
Vredeseducatie, in partnership with trro Russian do so social work leaders and advisors from
organisations, of educational games onprejudices and urban and rural areas across Russia will be
the scapegoat phenomenon for use in schools in five brought to work with British and Scandinavian
- the development by the Dutch organisation

directors and specialist consultants in a
of workshops to exchange

regions in Russia.

-

Social Services

professional training for journalists from structured programme

Central and Eastern European countries on defs'irce
and security issues, to be lead by the ltdian Centro
Studi di Politico Internationale.
- the development of systems of police accountabilityin Hungary bythe UK Centre for Police

experiences
- the improvement of knowledge of parliamen-

tary procedures and techniques relevant to environ-

mental policy-making; the development of an understanding of existing procedures in other parliaments
Management and Research of the Staffordshire Uni- and of the scope for improvement in existing
rrersity Business School in partnership with the Hun- procedures in CEEC parliaments, the promotion of
garian Institute of l-aw Enforcement, Management, mutual understanding working relations and the
dialogue between parliamentarians and NGOS and
Training and Research.
- the training ofjournaliss from different eth- MPs
- the promotionand strengtheningof the trade
nic groups in Armenia, azerbaijan and Georgia
in multinational companies and in private,
projects
between
unions
- the promotion of trrinning
enterprises
e:rport-orientated
women in Eastern and Western NGOs focusing on the
ofthe right of conscripts in the
defense
the
Ukraine, Belarus and Russia
Army
through the monitoring of the human
an independent, Russian
the development
democratic professional Association of Heads of rights

-

ECOFIN MEETS

of

WTT-H

situation.

I

ASSOCATED COUNTRIES' MINISTERS

The second regular

:

and Sector Reform structural and
the macroeconomic dimensions".
meeting
between
semi-annual
The topic for the discussion
EU finance and economyministers
counterparts
(ECOFII{) and their
is a topical one, asthisyear some of
of
the associated countries of central
from the associated countries
central and eastern Europewillbe and eastern Europe have made
held in Luxembourg on October important steps towards full con23. While the first joint meeting of vertibility of their currency (even if
this year within the framework of somewhat more limited converti-

"structured dialogue" conoentrated on micro-economic aspects,

this month's meeting will chiefly
deal with macro-sconomic ques.
tlons.
ECOFIN already decided in
March this year, that joint meetings
with the associated countries ministers shall be prepared by a debate
by a monetary committee on the
basis of a paper drawn up by the
Commission.
The Commission already
prepared a note for the Monetary

markets in the CEC remain at a
relatively early stage of development (they lack liquidity and suffer
from regulatory deficiencies).
Their development requires not
only the development of new financial instruments, but also the emergence of new market-oriented non-

bank financid institutions and the
bility under the terms of Article existence of efficient clearing and
VIII ofthe IMFisthematter of the settlement systems.
The note highlights the fact
current moves). On October 1, the
Czech Republic has become the that free capital movements imfirst central and eastern European prove the allocation of resources
country to even partly liberalize and impose some discipline in the
capital account trensactions, while conduct of economicpolicy. Consethe convertibility of the Slovak quently, the Commission says, that

korun4 also introduced on the the lirststep forthe CECwouldbe
same data, has been somewhat to complete the liberalizatlon of
thelr cument palments and to lib.
more limited.
The note prepared by the erallzc their medium and longCommission for the discussions tem capital movements. The pawith the EU I$onetary Committee per underlines that further steps,
Committee in late August. This underlines that the associated and in particular the liberalization
note indicated that the joint discus- countries have made considerable of short-term capital movements,
sion duringthe 23October meeting progress in developing money and is more dangerous and compli-

will be concentrated on "Financial securities markets, but still capital cated. Therefore, the Commission
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that liberalization of private banks remain still too small lists in details its main weaknesses.
short term capital movements to create competitive pressures. The It suggests the need for new marsuggests

shall be the second step and advises that this step should take

task is to speed up privatization with

ket-oriented non-bank financial

increasing participation of foreign
place at the ultimate stage of tran- investors. The Commission notes
sition when the CEC have estab- that one of the prerequisites for prilished a track record of stability vatization is cleaning up the bank
and turned into fully fledged mar- portfolios. The Commission says
ket economies. Nevertheless, the that the scale of the sub-standard
Commission notes that the coun- loans is hard to quantify, but suspects
try ready to make bolder moves it reaches betweenllVo andlDVo of.
towards capital liberalization, the banks' loans. So far, the various

institutions and the need for an efficient clearing and settlement sysis suggested that the imple-

tem.It

mentation of regulatory changes,
in accordance with the White
Paper recommendations, is important. In this respect the EU
directives setting a minimum disclosure and listing standards for
could be rewarded by the favour- bank consolidation programmes the securities markets, directives
able impact of this move on have not managed to fully create on insider dealing and directives
macroeconomic policy and by sound conditions in the banking on investment firms and collective
acceleration of their develop- sector. The tough short-term investment funds are underlined
ment of the domestic financial problem is to develop a policy mix as particularly relevant.
market.
to proceed with bank restructuring
The discussion on 23 OctoThe note evaluates posi- while tightening the regulatory ber, between ECOFIN and the astively results achieved in the CEC framework. Substantial strengthe- sociated countries, is likelyto conin developing a modern and rela- ning of banks' balance sheet is centrate on the nefi steps to be
tively independent monetary pol- necessary.
taken in the reform of the financial
icy, but also notes that the impleCapital markets: the slntem, and especially how to
mentation of monetary policy in Commission's paper outlines funda- minimize risks of instability. The
CEC continues to face a number mental progress reachedso farin the EU ministers would also like to
of difficulties. This is because of development of capital markets in find out how their counterparts
persistent structural weaknesses the associated countrieg but points analp their particular economic
in the financial system.
out, that despite these encouraging and financial conditions for furThe Banking sector sigrs, the capital markets remain at ther liberalization of external fineform has advanced, but the relatively early stage of develop- nancial transactions and where
breakup of the formermonobank ment; they lack liquidity and they see the main obstacles for a
system resulted in a few large deepness and suffer from a number faster liberalization of capital

state-owued banks, while new

EU MEDITERRANUN

of regulatory deficiencies. The paper

movements.

POUw

The joint preparatory meeting between the
EU officials and officials from the Mediterranean
countries in early October has nearly finalized all
the points of the draft "final declaration" to

belongingto the Mediterranean rim wanted to participate. Some information from Madrid indicated that
the Spanish Presidency r*as considering inviting the
USA, Russia, and countries of central and eastern
Europe as "observers".
However, the meeting on 9-10 October between President-in-Offi ce of the EU, Felipe Gonzalez,
andthe FrenchPresident, Chirac, madeit clear that no
third country not belonging to the Mediterranean rim
would be invited to Barcelona.
The EU draft declaration saln that the countries want to establish a global Euro-Mediterranean
partnership through strengthened political dialogue,
development of economic and financial cooperation
witha strongstress put on the human dimensionof the

be adopted at the Euro-Mediterranean Conference
to be held in Barcelona in late October. However,
there are still some differences between the EU 's
position and the positions taken by the countries in
the region.
One difference concerned a list of countries to
be invited to Barcelona. The EU already indicated
during the Cannes Summit the 12 countries to be
invited. The Arab group insisted on inviting Libya
also. Then there is the question of"observers". There
was a question of the participation of various bodies
such as the Arab league, or Gulf Cooperation Council cooperation.
as observers. Than a number of countries also not

(cotttiruedotge
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liberalized on the base of preferential treatment and
a "Euro-Mediterranean
Area" based on fice trade amongst all partners in the reciprocity. Right of establishment and services will
area and via nctv association and frce-trade arca be liberalized proipessively in accordance with the
agrtements. Ihls frte-trade zone shall be prognes' GATT agreement.
The next preparatory meeting for the
slvely set up between non'and par 2010. This free
Barcelona
required
Conference will be held on 2L25
as
the
bulk
of
the
trade
trade area will cover
which the final draft declaration is
during
October,
by the WTO
The EU Council will have the final
likely
be
tackled.
to
In practical meaning this represents free-trade
position
EU
during its meeting on 30
with industrial products and partially free trade for say on the
agricultural products and food which will be gradually October.
The aim is to establish

ETIROPNIN CINENA
European cinema-maken ud audio-video spcialists met ot St asb(rurg on 12-13 October lo spealc about "European Cinema for ke 21st Century". The meeting wos oryanised by the Ewopean
Porlionent, the European Commission and the Council of Europe. The French film-malcer, Robert Enico,
reEtested the establishment of a "Higlt Authoity for European Audio-Wdeo Sectort' to supentise the
implementation of the "Television llithout Fruntien" Directive, which introduces Erctas on the broadcasting of Europem wo*s. The meeting was also addressed by film directon from the CEE including laromil
Iires and Istvon Sznbo from the Czcch Republic.
The discussion concentrated on two topics :
- what assistance is necessoty for the European film infustry? The discussion includcd an qamination of the position of the cennal and eastem European film and video industry in the European support
Some

iil)

schemes
future developments in the audiovisual sector - podnction, distributio4 copyrigltt and the implications for the utdiovisual sector from fuurc developments within the IATO.
The opinions upessed shall help to pepare the &th Conference of Ministers of Culturc of some 43
countries which signed the Council of Europe's Cultural Convention and which will be held in Budapest in

October
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EUROPMN TEXTILE INDUSTRY

In early October the Euro- the results of the Uruguay Round liberalization. EU imports of texpean Commission approved a negotiations (see details in No71, tiles from the six associated countries expanded by more than50Vo
ECUlbn modernization pro pp6-7).
These three thinp are inevi- since 190.
gramme for the te:cile industry of
Portugal. Then on 12 October, the
Commission presented its assessment of the lmpac{ of the Unrgray

tably linked and it may be expected

that textile negotiations with asso-

Program for Portugrese textile ln-

ciation countries may now prog- dustrp

Round on the European textlle ress.
The Commission proposed
and clothlng industry. It will be

The program seek to facilitate the adaption of the industryto

recalled that on 12 June this year, to the Council that the new negotiathe Council approved negotiating tions with the associated countries
directives for the Commission to shouldnot be limited to thetechniopen negotiationswith the six asso- cal adaptation of the textile protociated countries of central and cols, but also result in an overall imeastern Europe on additional tex- provement in the protocols. Some

international competition following the new rules for trade, which
resulted from the UruguayRound.
It should be noted that the textile
industry in Portugal represents
28Vo oltotal employment (250,000
people), one-third of all exports

tile protocols. The original proto- Member Countries for which
cols provided for a revision after 3 the te*ile sector is of particular and ?frVo of all added value in
years linked to the multi-fibre ar- importance made it clear they do the manufacturing industry. Low
(continucd on pge 12)
rangement. There is also a link to not seek a more fundamental trade

t\
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DEVEIOPMENTS WITHIN TIIE EU
EU CURRENtrON TMCKFOR 1999

After weeks of contadictory stotements, mutuol suspicion and
increasing bubu abant the political will of some Member Starras to stick to
the 1999 deadiinefor the introduction of ihe cornmon cumenqt, tlu infomal
meetingof the EU Finance Ministen, ot 29ond 30 SeptemberinValencia,
cmfime4 as hesident Santer said, that monetory union is "on tack utd
on the igfit canne". The Central Bonlc Gowmon and Alqstdcr Ia nfahtssy, Presidcu of the European Moutory Instifrrte, also were pesent ot ke
meahg od Mr l-onfalussy\ precise ond forcelul conoibution gale the
ottbitious project a sen:te of reality wrdwgency.

In

Valencia, the Fifteen

agreed on the need not to question
the agreed deadline, and tostrictly

comply with the convergence criteria that they will have to fulfill if
they want to enter the third stage
of monetary union (and therefore
be part of the common currency).
Moreover, as Council's President
Pedro Solbes told the press, they
admitted that the criteria are "not
only a condition for access to the
third stage, but must also be pur-

sued" aftenvards. German Hnance Minister Theo Waigel had,
in the previousweeks, stressed the
necd that common curency oountries should go on fulfilling these
criteria oncc the third stage has

startedand eventogo further and
agrec on terms of budgetary discipline and stability. In Valenci4 Mr

Solbes said that "some Member
States" had suggested that a study
was needed "on how to apply the
criteria once stage three has begun". This particular debate will
be pursued in due time, and for the
moment Mr Solbes noted a general consensus on the fact that
convergenoe should be "a perma-

nent exercise"(but no Member
State wants to amend the Treaty,

structured. The outcome was that
the decision about the first group
of countries, which will go ahead

with the new eommon curency
will be bascd on 1997 figrres (we
want real figures and will not accept any projectioq said Mr
Waigel), and that this decision will
be made in 1998 ("early 1998",
noted Waigel).And Mr Lamfaguarantee" that the new European lussy, who announced the final
currencywill be as solid as their DM. report by the Eur"opean Monetary
Institute on th scenario leading
to stage three for mid-November,
Who will participatc ?
One of the issues which had said that stage three, after the
brought some disarray about the lockingofexchange rates and the
EMU in the last weeks wag apart introduction of the single monefrom the l99deadline question, the tary policy by the European Cenuncertainty about which countries tral Bank (more precisely, the Euwouldbe'in" or "out" ofthe EMU. ropean System ofCentral Banks),
At the informal summit in Formen- should involve a transitional petor, a week before Valencia, there riod ofaround three years durrng
was alot oftalk about ltaly. InValen- which the European Central Bank
ci4 everybody agreed that it was and the national banks will have to
counterproductive and in the end use the European currency in
not usefu! to speculate about this their accounts. Other financid inover two years ahead of the final stitutions (such as smaller Gerdecision. But some oon@rn war man banks, which are very conexpressed about the ability of France
to fulfrll the criteria, because of re-

cerned that the process could be
to speedy for them to keep up) will

cent figures about the

be able to go on using the national

French
budget defrcit. (In Brussels, French

Socialist Elisabeth Guigoq who
representg with Elmar Bro\ the EP
in the Reflection Group on the 1996

currency if they need tq said Mr
l-amfalussy, addingthat the EMI
thinks that the public should be

able

to

use single curency

end ofthis threeyear transitional period. Then the
last phase of stage three will come,
which will have to be very short -

Intergovernmental Conference, banknotes at the
said aloud what many others think:
ie. without France, monetary union

will lack credibility).

about six months
Declslon in 1998

The meeting in Valencia
brought a clarification about the
timing of the decision on which

.

and during

which banks will be encouraged to
use the European currency for all

their operations.

emphasized Jacques Santer),
while Belgian Finance Minister Member States can enter stage Stlll looking for a name
In Valencia, of course, no
Philippe Maystadt showed under- three, on the reference figures for
decision
was made about the
government
standing for Kohl's
making such a decision, and on
(conrirud apage t)
give
oonoern to
Germans "every the way stage three itself will be
-

'l?r{r
'*'.rir
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name of the single currency. But to it. The main problem are the
it will be necessary to know this Germans: it is a well known fact
name soon, in order to make the that they - especially Mr Waigel
public familiar with it, and in order andthe Bundesbank- don't like the
to be able to manufacture the new name "Ecu", among other things
coins and notes on time. The deci- because they think it does not
sion is expected at the 15-16 De- sound as stable and as reliable as
cember Madrid European Coun- "DM". In Valencia, Mr Waigel
cil. At this stage, the European said that he would ask Chancellor
Commission sticks to the name Kohl to suggest the name "Euro",
written into the Treaty, the Ecu, and the first reactions by his colbut if consensus is possible on legues were quite positive, but not
another name, it would not object unanimous.

European Savings Bank Suney:
The European Savings Bank

issued a survey

in early October

which outlined public opinion in
3 of the 15 Member States on
the European Single Currency.
The survey, carried out in Germany, France and Belgium, clearly
indicates that Europeans are not
strictly opposed to the introduction
of a new currency unit and that, in

fact, the majority are actually in
favour.

Acceptance of a single currency

Are you in favour of the adoption of a single European currency

?

(inVo)

Very much in favour
In favour
Not very much in favour
Not at all in favour
Don't know
Indicator o[ acceptance

Germany

Belgium

France

t4

,A

37

29

37
40

a

10

11

22
3

11

10

2

2

+5

+)o

+56

No real urgency was
With regard to the name for
in any country for the
majority
unit
the
of
expressed
the currency
Belgians
happy
introduction
of the Single EuroFrench
and
are
the
pean
France and
ECU
its
name,
with
the
Currency.
as
to see the
more
Belgium
were,
however,
less
satislied
with
this
Germans
public
inclined
favour
more
rapid
The
majority
to
a
solution.
of
less
introduction
with
in
was
than
Germany,
all three states
opinion
wishing
for
its
only
t4Vo
Germans
worried as to
appearance, but
of
With
regard
insisted that more information be a speedyintroduction.
made available. There is a strong to the delaying factors, 65Vo
belief that the ECU is advanta- of Germans believed that a major
geous to the strengthening of delaying factor for the effective
Europe's identity inall three states. introduction of the European

currency would be the difference
in the economic situation in

each country while only 40Vo af
Belgians and 52Vo of the French

A

agreed with this view.
large
number of Belgians believed that it
would be delayed as a result of a
lack of will on the part of member
states.

All three states appear confident in their banking s),stems to
cope with the successful introduction of the currency unit.
r

ENWRONMENT COUNCIL
Faster reductiou of ozone-depleting substanccs
On 9 October the Environment Ministers, meeting in a Council sitting managed after lengthy debate
to adopt the position the Union will defend at the seventh Conference of Parties to the Montreal Protocol on
ozone-depleting substances (Vienna,28 November-7 December). The Council did not approve, in its original
form, the Presidency's proposal on the reduction of the use of two particularly harmful substances, HCFCs
(hydrochlorofluorocarbons) and methyl bromide, but the Ministers agreed on a common draft (the Spanish
andPortugue3edelegationswereopposed,butqualifiedmajoritywassuflicient). Thedraftsetsoutatimetable
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for the reduction of the use of two incriminated substances, which goes over and above the provisions of the
Montreal Protocol and Community regulations in force.
Concerning HCFCs (CFC substitutes), the accord provides for tougher controls and amafinum2Vo
level (the amendment to the Montreal Protocol adopted in Copenhagetinl9$2 set a level of.3.lVo and

Communityregulation30/g3ofDecember
of

L9942.6Vo)wrthtotdeliminationpossiblybytheyear2015(instead

830).

With regard to methyl bromide, a very active deterioration agent five times more powerful than the
c,hlorine contained in CFCE responsible for the hole in the ozone layer in the Antarctig the agreement
providesfora25,%rcduo;ionin19Band50%n2fxll5(referenceyear:1991).Theprincipleoftotalelimination
has norv been agreed but it is conditional upon the availability of appropriate technologies and exemptions
are being considered given the absence of effective and commercially viable alternative solutions for certain
spccific applications. The amendment to the Montreal Protocol already established a worldwide freeze on the

usc of this substance but the developing countries have shoum reluctance. The difficulty of the Vienna
conference will consist of convincing these countries of the need to use subctitute products. The Community
and its Member States have declared their willingness to pursue their technical and financial cooperation for
the implementation of these provisions by all countries on the planet.
Methyl bromide is principally used in the agricultural sector to kill harmful substances in the soil of the
warmer regions of the Community (Itdy, Greece, Spain and Portugal). It is essentially iniported from Israel
and the United Stateg but is also manufactured in the Community. The methyl bromide market totals 50 000
to CI 00 tonnes per year worldwide.
Given the Ministers' impasse at mid-sitting Mr Jose Borell Fontelles called the political agreement
reacied by the Council an unexpected success. The position adopted is, nevertheless, less ambitious than the
C.ommission's proposal calling fot aSVo reduction in methl bromide at the earliest opportunitywith the
objective of total elimination, and for HCFCE elimination in the year 2015.
Deba& on strcngthenlng the envlnonmental lmpac't asscrsment dinectlve
Pending Parliament's opinion, the Environment Council held a policy debate on 9 October on the key
points of the proposal desigrred to reinforce the directive on the environmental impact assessment of certain
public and private projects. The stakes are big since this very controversial directive is the instrument par
excellence for preventing environmental damage at the sourcp. The controversial aspects include the type of
projects listed in Annex II of the direaive for which assessment will not be compulsory (assessment will be
decided on a case by case basis by the Member State concerned on criteria defined at Community level) and
on the quality of assessments. Indeed there are notable differences between the northern countries, which
are particularly demanding and the less exacting southern countries. In order to harmonize practices, the
proposal provides for specising the content of the assessment by defining the nature of the information which
must be provided by the project director and for boosting cooperation betrpeen Member States concerned by
projects with cross-border effects. The Ministers discussed the information project directors may request of
the administration and the question of whether or not the criteria selected should be notified to the
Commission. The debate enabled the Council to make slight progress on the definition of which projects
should be subject to an environmental impact assessment. Work
Permanent Representatives with a view to the Ministers'sitting in

will continue within the Committee of

t

Decpmber.

EA SHNILD CIANGE GUARANTEE Sy.5;TEM FOR EIB INANS IN THIRD COUNTnIES

At its last session on 9 October, the Ecofin countries" (handed to the Council in August), the
C-ouncil called on the committee of Permanent Commission says it is convinced that there is a sufliRepresentatives to begin studying the report the cient margin of manoeuwe to reduce the guarantee in
European Commission handed to it on EC budget the Community budget, without the effectiveness or
guarantees on loans granted by the EIB to third efficiency of the guarantee mechanism being
countries. Concluding this report, which complements a Communication relating to the "limits imposed by the Guarantee Fund mechanism for loans
and loan-guarantees in the Community to third

adverselyalfected. Whence, it proposes following the
following guidelinEs in future proposals concerning

granting EC guarantees

COUntfieS:

for EIB loans to

third

Gotrirudnpqc

10)

TrcETHER IN EUROPE
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globalized guarantee system (bywhich, on
a given global package or ceiling in EIB loans, the
Communitybudget covers, up to a given percentage,
the loan and interests for any default in repayment for

in 1999 (EIB, macrofinancial assistance and Euratom

that, in the long-term, the current level of these

years now'

- the

all together);
ii) Assessment of the current external guarantee system. From the outset, the loans on own-reeach loan as well as any other unpaid financial sources granted by the EIB to third countries have
charges; over this percentage, the risk being assumed always been covered byjoint guarantees on the part of
by the EIB) should be maintained, but the level of Member States, or by a guarantees given in the name
of the EC, and this in order to protect the Bank against
cover brought down from lNVo to 75Vo.
- a single globalized guarantee should cover all the risks - often political ones - that these operations
the three groups of countries concerned (Mediterra- comprise. The current system, the Commission notes,
nean, Central and Eastern European and Latin has worked well so far: over the past lZyears,the EIB
has granted external loans representing around Mecu
American countries);
- the globalized guarantee should cover all 9,2ffi, without this leading to great direct cost for the
loans signed, minus annulled loans and reimburse- EC. Defaults registered on 31 December 1994 involved: a) Mecu ?i.6 for Member States guarantees
ments;
- the new system should be implemented each (44Vo Ntgeria, SlVo Congo, L5Vo Liberia, SVo Zue
time new Council decisions concerning guarantees and 3Vo Togo); b) Mecu 43.2 f.or guarantee on
the Community budget, with only Yugoslavia being
from the budget for EIB loans are proposed.
The Commission made these proposals on the responsible for this. So far it has not been necessary
to call on the Community guarantee for loans to
basis of the following considerations:
i) the new financial context for Community the Ceecs (Central and Eastern European countries)
loans. The constraint incurred by the guarantee or Latin American countries. The current system
mechanism which was brought inl98,4 on the ability is therefore not costly in terms of the Community
to grant Community loans to third countries is such budget. But, the Commission reveals, for some
operations could not be maintained without a change
to the rules in force: in which case, there would be a
short-fall in loan-capacity of around Mecu 6(X) a year,
simply in order to maintain the current level of the
financial package beyond 196. As an indication, one
can estimatethat the amount necessarywillbe around
Mecu 2,850 a year should operations simply be
extended. Whereas, according to the current rules,

the maximum amount of loans authorized will not
exceed Mecu 2,3(X) in 1995 and figure at Mecu 2,540

a steep increase in EC budgetary
commitments has been observed in the field of loans
and guarantees, especially as regards EIB and
Euratom loans, macro-economic assistance and food
aid. On 31 December 1994, maximum guarantee
commitments on the budget stood at Ecu 16.7 billion,
most of this corresponding to potential guarantees for
EIB loans (around Ecu 10.2 billion). On the same
date, the budget guarantee granted to the EIB on
the sigrring of loans represented a little under Ecu
6

I

billion.

INCOMPATIBILITY OF SPORT REGUI^ATIONS WTTH EU TRUTY
The forthcoming ruling of competition policy, Article 85 and
the European Court of Justice in Article 85 prohibiting concerted

tal to the establishment of the internal market.In addition, the Europe

agreements and abuses of a dominant position.

Agreements already contain important provisions on competition,

the"Bosman case" is likelyto revolutionize professional sport activity
in Europe. The ruling will apply to
professional football organiza'
tions, but will establish an important precedent for other sporting
organizations. Currently, the rules
applied by the ice-hockey federations are currently being attacked.
The issue concerns Article
48 of the EU Treaty (free movement of labour) and two principal articles of the EU Treaty on

The "Bosman case" will

as

well asprovisions concerning the

of labour. We

will

have important implications for the

movement

associated countries of central and
eastern Europe seeking accession
to the European Union.
The White Paper on the
preparation of associated coun-

endeavor to examine "sport" cases
by going into some details as they

tries for integration into the EU
Internal Market contains an important chapter on Competition
Policy, this policy being fundamen-

(we hope) allow the reader to increase their understanding of the
implications of the EU Treaty with
regards to all areas of human activity, which is not generally supposed
by the associated countries of central and eastern Europe. Perhaps,
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this would also help in the understanding of the importance of the
Treatyand of the "acquis communautaire".

Ihe Bosman

Case:

TOGMITERIN EUROPE

11

a) that a football club demands or
receives the palment of a sum of

system cannot be justified by say-

money from another club taking
one of its players whose contract
has run out;
b) that aocess for players with the
nationality of another Member
State to competitions organized by
national or international associ&
tions for clubs be limited.

threaten the revenue

,rg that its

abolition would

of

small

clubs and thus their existence. T'he

abolition of transfer-fees could
not be qualified as appropriations

Bosman is football
player of Belgian nationality. In
1988 Standard ofLiege transferred
Bosmanto theclub RCUege. The
2. Article 85 of the EU
contract opired in 1990. In 1990
RC Liege propoaed a newcontact to Treaty shall be interpreted in the
Bosman with a considerably lower sense that it prohibits agreements
salary. Bosman refusedto sip this between clubs and decisions by
contracl and was included on the sporting associations that contain
transfer list. The transfer fee was aspects described under 1. and a)
fixed at some BFllm. As no club and b).
indicated an interest in the trrnsfer,
Mr. C.O. Lenz derreloped a
Bosman contacted a French club very broad number of precedents
US Dunterque which signed with for this conclusion and oplained
Bosman a contract and reached that, in particular, the European
agreement with RC Liege on a Court of Justice had already de-

as (despite opinions expressed
during the trial) plaprs could not
be considered to be " merchan-

transfer involving a fee of BF1.2m.

Natlonallty clauses

Mr.

clared that the statutes and regulaassocia-

The trarufer failed because the tions of prirate sporting

French club of Dunkerque failed to tions came under the Community
pay the BFl.An transfer fee. RC law and that the domain of sport
Liege suspended Mr. Bosman. He is also subject to C.ommunity law
tookthe case to the Belgian courts. in the 'Walrawe' and "Dona"
The Court of Appeal in Liege re- rulingF.
ferred the case to the EU Court of
We would like to note in the
Justice.
"Dona" ruling in 19/6 the Court
Mr. Carl Otto Lenz, Advo- concluded that the practice ofsport
cate General of the European is subject to C-ommunity law so far
Court of Jusice presented his con- as this constitutes an economic
clusions to the Court on September activity in the sense of Article 2 of
20. Tte conclusions by the Advo, the EU Treaty. This is the case of
cateGeneral are not bindingon the professional or semi-professional
Court, but it is believed that the football playerg who receive a salCourt will follow the reasoning of ary or provide a service with renuthe case which disputes two basic meration. When these players are
football nationals of one Member State
organization: the natlonallty clause they are entitled to benefit from the
and the poymentfor the transfer of EU provisions on free movement
a footballer from one club to an- of persons and services in CIher

aspectsofthe

othen

Member States.

The Advocate Generat's conclu- Thansfer - fee :
The Advocate General
sions (over 1Z)pages) summarized
that:
considers that the obligation for a
1. Article 48 of the EU club taking on a player to pay a
Treaty (i.e. free movement of la- transfer fee impinges on the
bour) shall be interpreted in the players's right to move freelyin the
European Union. The transfer-fee
sense of its prohibiting:

dise". Mr. Lenz rejecredUEFA's

argument that the transfer-fee
compensates for the costs of trainrng the player, as in fact this sum
depends on the player's renumeration and not the cost of training. Instead the Advocate general
propoces anothe.r qntem consisting in "distribrfting a percentage of
like UEFA althe gains of

clu\

ready does especially

in

the

"Champion l€ague".

A..ryding to the Advocate
general the 'nationality clauses"
restrict the fre€ movement of persons. Thesc clausas restrict access
to employment for players that do

not have the nationdity of the
Member State of the club that
wants to tahe them on. Mr. Lenz
does not share the fear orpressed

by clubs, u,tich claim that the
popularity of professional football
could be jeopardized by the

abolishment

of the nationality

clause, because

it could

happen

that clubs could be exclusively
compoaed of foreign players. Mr.
Irnz disagrees with suggestions
that national teams are at risk. His
argument is that it is in the interest
ofclubc to have their players play
in the nationd team of their own
country. Mr. Lenz gave an example of the Danish national team
which won the European Championship in l9{2 as well as the ex-

ample

of

German/s national

team which won the World Cham-

pionship

in

1990,

all

largely

composed of players playing for
foreign teams. (ilrdtddnc t2)

TOGETHER IN EUROPE

t2
(see

Fge

6)

wageswhich earlierwere the basis
of the Portuguese competitive
advantage have been progressively
rising. The sector needs techno-
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It was $8.42 in the UI! $12.31 in football contain an abuse of a
Italy, but in France it was nearly dominant position on the players'
$15 and in Germanywell over $17.

market.

The same data indicates
The "Bosman case", has
in
central
wage
costs
low
hourly
another complaint,
stimulated
logical modernization, better
and eastern Europe: $1.29 in the
Czech Republic, $1.62 in Hungary,
but only $0.44 in Poland and $0.57
in Russia. These data refer to 1993
and indicate that hourlywage costs
from public sources. The EU's in eastern Europe were, in dollar
participation in this will amount to terms, substantially lower in 1993
than in 1990 (impact of devaluECU406m.

management and marketing.
The program provides for a
total expenditure of ECU936m, of
which ECU394m will come from
the private sector and ECU542m

ation).
Impact of Uruguay Round:
The Commission's assessment of the impact on the European textile industry is relatively
optimistic: The Uruguay Round
process "will not lead to changing
the overall trend of the sector... it is
necessary to take into account the
achievement of improved access to

markets

in

third countries

as

On average the central and

eastern European hourly wage

in

nationality clauses arc contrarl
to Articles t5 and 86 of the EU

costs were, in dollar terms, comparable to wage costs in several Afri-

Treaty. The Commission should be

Afri-

very rapidly as it has already taken

can, countries. At the same time
the Portuguese wage costs were
roughly the same as those in Hong-

a clear position on the "Bosman

can, and in particular North

able to deal with this complaint

Case".

Kong and Singapore, but lower

Joint Publication

than in Taiwan.

in the Uruguay Round".

The Commission's report

On the other hand, the assessment
says that "the adjustment process
of industry, in order to meet the
challenges of changingworld mar-

shows a relative satisfaction with
the existing measure within the

agreed

which this time is directed against
ice-hockey federations. The complaint to the European Commission has been lodged by Mr.Tim
Cranston, an ice-hockey player of
Canadian origin, but naturalized in
Britain
L992. Mr. Cranston
claims that the rules byvarious icehockey federations concerning the

framework

of the EU's
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kets and increased competition, starting implementation of the
will have to continue, even if this new action plan initiated on June
would imply further losses in 12 this year.
European production and employment. The EU Council will (xe page 1I)

The Information DG, Commission of the
European Clmmunities, contents do not
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discuss the Commission's paper on
7 November.
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Between 198/-1994, EU

Restriction of competition

:

The transfer-fee and

na-

In cooperation with:

of the Crmmission.

For

tion. The transfer-fee mainly comprises a restriction on competition

as a player has to postpone his
transfer until that time when the
transfer fee has been paid so that
ECU30bn in 1990 to over the existing competitive situation
ECU4lbn in 1994. EU exports tends to be frozen. The nationality
grew from ECU23.3bn (1990) to clause hampers competition in
ECU28.6bn in 1994.
that it reduces the possibilities of
The Commission's data different clubs from competing by
indicates that hourly wage costs taking on players. The Advocate
(wages+ social contributions) in general, however, refused Mr.
the clothing industry were (in US Bosman's lawyers argument
$) lowest in Portugal -$3.03 in
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that the rules
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